
WHICH IS THE STUPID PARTY? 
 

Nick Gibb, Schools Minister, known to teachers as Algorithm Man, supports 
Bungalow Bonce Boris in his Big Bang return to schools. Tests and masks 
are, however, not compulsory. They would be in my classroom mate.  
 
Gibb it was who tried to interfere in the A-Level Politics syllabus by taking out 
feminism and trying to insert a list of Great Political Thinkers. How many women 
were on his list? One. At least it was not Thatcher. I was happy to have taken a tiny 
part in the successful campaign against him. The Chief Examiner told me that he 
used to try to interfere with the paper as well. 
Gibb is also the fool who thinks that allowing a questioning of capitalism signifies 
extremism. Freedom of speech is, apparently, only for right-wingers these days. 
 
The Tory Party is, today it seems, split between the remnants of the Wets and the 
Thatcherites. Maybe not Wet exactly but a bit Damp. They, it appears to me, are 
concerned about health risks. Wealth risks are on the mind of the Thatcherites. 
  
Was it in a Fast Show sketch where Paul Whitehouse first agrees with someone 
extolling the virtues of a footballer but when another emphasises the faults also 
agrees with him? It seems that Bungalow Bonce is just like that. Cabinet minutes 
must, surely, be the basis for a comedy programme.  
 
But it would be a tragic comedy. The Covid clowning of Boris has resulted in more 
than 120,000 unnecessary deaths. And yet the clown polls better than Starmer. John 
Stuart Mill attached the label STUPID to Conservatives. To get votes Bungalow 
Bonce needs us not to have information; not to believe that we have the right to ask 
questions; and, by contrast, to believe that our rulers are serving us. 
  
My question: why is Labour working so hard to become THE STUPID PARTY? 
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